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The Iraqi Red Crescent Society (IRCS) is an Independent, volunteer-based National Society that works  

to alleviate suffering for all and  referee the international humanitarian laws and treaties ratified by the 

Iraqi government We are also an auxiliary body to government when responding to humanitarian needs  

including the Mosul liberation operation  beside our heading and membership of different committees 

inside Iraq that involved in the Humanitarian response .However, we maintain our independence from 

authorities and function as an autonomous, apolitical, non-partisan organization. our interventions 

alleviate the suffering in accordance with the movement’s fundamental principles since 1932 

  

 
 

For further information, contact: - International Relations Department    M obile: + (964)7704621141  E-mail: relations.dept@ircs.org.iq  

  web site:  www.ircs.org.iq   

Fire in Shekhan camp 

8th -14th September 2017 

On September 10th Shekhan camp for IDPs had fire accident damaging the tents of 83 families with no human 

causalities, the cause most likely due to electric spark from bad wires  

The past week activities as listed below: 

The IRCS Salahaddin & Mousl Branches 

The Camps 
1. Producing and distribution of 408,000 fresh bread distributed to 40,800 families in camps and deserted buildings 

in Tikrit. 

2. 36,000 Hot meals distributed inside Hamam Al-Alil camp 

3. 3800 Ready meal packs distributed inside Hamam Al-Alil camp  

4. 780 families in Haj Ali camp received relief pack (kitchen set , hygiene set ,kettle ,stove ,thermos ,2 towels, 2 Jerri 

cans and 6 blankets) with ICRC 

5. 783 Medical cases treated at Madraj camp MU, 11 cases admission and 96 Minor surgery management  with the 

Danish RC 

6. The IRCS health team delivered Awareness lecture on AIDs and hepatitis to 13 camp management  

EAS transport of five critical cases from Mosul general hospital to Khansa'a hospital with the Norwegian RC  

Inside Mousl 

 IRCS/ PHC 1,727 medical cases treated with the Danish RC  

 Psychosocial support to 180 school children ,26 house visits and 49 person  

The IRCS Erbil Branch 

Inside camps  

1. Producing and distribution of 1,838 m3 of water from M40 Unit inside the camp 

2. Production and distribution 420,000 bread inside camps 

Inside Mousl  

1. Trucking of 2,940 m3 of potable water to tanks in different districts in Mosul city with the French RC 

2. Production and distribution of 700 m3 by M5 with French RC inside Hamam Al-Alil  

The IRCS Duhook Branch 

The IRCS health teams visited the camps of Khanky ,Shekhan  and Domiz2 and delivered;- 

1. First aid services to 35 people  

2. Psychosocial support to 35 children ,20 tent visits and 26 adults  

3. Health promotion and personal hygiene lectures to 25 person and 40 children  

4. Mumps education lectures to 35 person  

5. Assist the families in shekhan camps after fire accident  
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